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Abstract—Conversation among people is a profuse form of 

interaction that also carries emotional information. Speech input 

has been the subject of numerous studies over the last ten years, 

and it is now crucial for human-computer connection, as well as 

for medical care, privacy, and stimulation. This research aims to 

evaluate if the suggested framework can aid in speech emotion 

recognition (SER) activities and determine if Convolutional 

Neural Network (CNN) systems are efficient for SER activities 

using transfer learning models on spectrogram. In this 

investigation, the authors present a brand-new attention-based 

CNN framework and evaluate its efficacy against several well-

known CNN architectures from earlier research. The 

effectiveness of the suggested system is assessed using the SAVEE 

dataset, an open-access resource for emotive speech, compared to 

famous CNN models like VGG16, InceptionV3, ResNet50, 

InceptionResNetV2, and Xception. The authors used stacked 10-

fold cross-validation on SAVEE for all of our trials. Amongst 

these CNN structures, the suggested model had the greatest 

accuracy (87.14%), followed by VGG16 (83.19%) and 

InceptionResNetV2 (82.22%). Compared to contemporary 

techniques, the test results and evaluation show our proposed 

approach to have steady and impressive results. 

Keywords—Convolutional neural network; emotions; speech; 

transfer learning models; spectrogram 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Automatic recognition and identification of emotions from 
speech signals in speech emotion recognition (SER) using 
machine learning is challenging [1]. SER is a quick and usual 
method of communication and exchanging information among 
humans and computers and has many real-world applications 
in the domain of Human-computer interaction (HCI). Feelings 
expressed via speech must be accurately identified and 
appropriately handled to provide more natural and HCI. 
However, building an effective SER is a complex and arduous 
effort due to utterance levels and abstract emotions [2]. 
Moreover, determining a methodologically felicitous algorithm 
is crucial in realizing and achieving a performance superior to 
the established benchmarks. The preparation and entry of 
sound data, obtaining features, and identifying emotions are 
only a few of the basic steps covered by standard SER 

approaches. In the quickest-growing study area currently, 
emotion detection in speech signals, scientists have created 
techniques to identify sentiments in speech signals inherently 
[3]. As soon as they are suggested, the concept of SER will be 
widely applied in the domains of schooling and medical care 
[4]. 

Although multimodal techniques can more effectively 
accomplish algorithmic methods for emotion identification [5], 
audio has been a useful medium for this job owing to the 
variety of data given by a person's voice [6]. Choosing a 
reliable approach for obtaining prominent and distinguishing 
characteristics from spoken words to describe the feelings of an 
individual speaking based on their auditory elements has 
become a key problem for feature mining experts. For SER, 
low-level handmade characteristics, including vitality, zero-
crossing, length, linear classifier factor, Mel-frequency MFCC, 
and non-linear attributes like tiger power activator, were 
extensively studied during the previous ten years. Most 
investigations now use as a Mel-scale filtering of the financial 
institution voice spectrogram source characteristic when 
employing ML approaches for SER. CNNs often utilize 
spectrograms, a 2-D model representing speech sounds, to 
gather notable and distinct characteristics for implementation 
in SER [7] alongside other computational purposes [3, 8, 9]. 
Most two-dimensional CNNs are created specifically for 
optical evaluations [10, 11], and investigators have been 
motivated to investigate two-dimensional CNNs in the 
discipline of SER by their effectiveness. The CNN model may 
obtain excellent, important data to identify feelings in 
messages using spectrograms as appropriate descriptions of 
verbal data. 

The potential of ML techniques in SER includes the 
systematic retrieval of emotional qualities from the 
unprocessed utterance and comprehending the correlations 
among those features. It has proven to be more effective than 
traditional methods. For instance, the researchers in [12] 
presented a combination of models constructed using long 
short-term memory (LSTM) and CNNs to implement temporal 
participation. The length of the talk hadn't been planned or 
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resolved, regardless of the speaker's depiction. Since feelings 
can fluctuate throughout a prolonged conversation, missing 
crucial details if spoken data has been split could influence the 
outcome. Leveraging continuous SER, [13] created a CNN 
framework with two downsampling/upsampling architectures 
and variable stratum compression coefficients. A system's 
efficiency might be impacted by fluctuating variables, leading 
to an overfitting issue. Consequently, the degree of complexity 
and feature count must be reduced to address and mitigate the 
issues. Recent developments in AI are also demonstrated by 
SER modelling with the attention system [2], transfer learning 
[7], as well as deep neural systems [14, 15]. They mainly 
referred to exceptional models for speech characteristics. The 
core components of SER include characteristics extraction and 
choosing, notwithstanding the improvement of the CNN 
mentioned above models. Speech sentiment may be inferred 
from several speech cues. 

Current research develops the model using a complete 
methodology in light of its significance and application. As a 
result, it lacks a second predictor to do the categorization. 
Additionally, extract the emotions in communication using the 
attention component as a CNN layer. Additionally, because our 
representation uses the fourth pooling stage of the VGG-16 
approach, it needs fewer components. In particular, this 
pooling stage collects priceless intriguing speech data, 
facilitating quick emotion identification. The following are the 
primary benefits provided by our suggested approach: 

 One of the best strategies for SER that our findings 
suggest is a unique CNN model that combines the 
VGG-16 with the attention unit. 

 By combining the attention and convolution modules on 
VGG-16, the recommended approach may identify 
areas of utterance that are more prone to degrade at 
each level. 

 Since the suggested CNN approach may be taught 
completely, an additional filter for development and 
evaluation is not necessary. 

 The benchmark SAVEE datasets are used to assess our 
model. 

 The proposed technique has been assessed both 
qualitatively and quantitatively. The assessment's 
findings show that our approach beats cutting-edge 
techniques. 

The remainder of the research paper is structured in the 
following fashion: Several comparable investigations are 
included in Section II. The suggested model is presented in 
Section III. The results of the study are reviewed and examined 
in Section IV. Section V presents our conclusion. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In the modern day, the study of computational signal 
processing is still in its infancy. Many academics have 
established a variety of approaches in this field for SER during 
the last ten years. The two primary parts of the SER work are 
often separated into choosing characteristics and grouping. It is 
difficult to find a prejudiced choice of characteristics and 

grouping approach that accurately detects the speaker's feelings 
in this area [16]. ML algorithms are being quickly employed 
for SER because of the rise in information and expense 
processing [17, 18, 19, 20], and numerous investigators are 
using these techniques for reliable depiction of features in 
various domains [21]. Huang et al. [8] introduced a CNN-
inspired strategy for SER due to its outstanding success in 
detecting images. In a comparable vein, [22] employed CNN to 
acquire excellent prejudiced characteristics based on spoken 
wave spectrograms and identify individuals' emotions. The 
Gaussian mixture method has been implemented by certain 
investigators [23] to determine the feelings of the speaker using 
reliable information. 

Today, the majority of scholars derive excellent 
differentiation characteristics from speech recordings using 
two-dimensional CNNs. To discover concealed data, SER 
researchers are now capturing spectrograms, graphing 
messages concerning duration, and sending the results to CNNs 
[7, 24]. Additionally, researchers may use transfer learning 
procedures for SER by sending audio spectrograms across 
already trained CNN networks such as VGG [25]. To identify 
the feelings of the individual speaking through the SER 
framework, the CNNs approach can deduce excellent 
prejudiced characteristics from communication signals using 
spectrograms [26]. Likewise, to how LSTM-RNNs are 
continually exploited in the SER structure, hidden time-related 
data in messages is primarily learned using these networks 
[27]. ML methodologies now significantly contribute to the 
growth of SER curiosity. 

The latest research by [28] revealed a, throughout its 
entirety, LSTM-DNN driven framework for SER that 
automatically extracts expression using unprocessed 
information instead of creating features manually. The 
combined strategy of CNN-LSTM is described in [29] for 
obtaining the most prominent characteristics derived from 
unprocessed spoken word data employing CNN and provided 
to the LSTM system for collecting the orderly data reminiscent 
of [30]. Ma et al. [31] established a framework for the model to 
handle varying audio lengths for SER. In this technique, CNN 
represented the verbal spectrogram characteristics, while RNNs 
processed the varying length phrases. Zhang et al. [32] 
introduced a method for SER using the already trained Alex-
Net system for characteristics encoding and the conventional 
support vector machine (SVM) for feelings categorization. 

To increase the identification efficiency of spoken 
messages, several techniques in the discipline of SER use CNN 
simulations with various forms of data [33]. Corresponding to 
this, other investigators developed an independent predictor 
[34] for identification. They employed the previously trained 
algorithm for obtaining fundamental characteristics using 
speech spectrograms that improve costs associated with the 
system data processing. In the current investigation, the authors 
present a brand-new attention-based CNN model that integrates 
the attention component alongside VGG-16 and evaluates its 
efficacy against a number of well-known CNN approaches 
from previous investigations. The following section provides a 
thorough description of the suggested framework with 
illustrations. 
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III. PROPOSED MODEL 

The attention component and the well-known already 
trained CNN framework (VGG-16) are the foundation for our 
suggested approach. Considering two distinct explanations, the 
authors recommend the VGG-16 architecture. Firstly, it uses its 
reduced kernel shape, making it ideal for SER having fewer 
layers than its alternative equivalent VGG-19 approach, to 
gather the characteristics at the lowest level. Furthermore, it 
offers improved feature mining capabilities for SER 
identification. Among the transfer learning strategies is the 
tweaking strategy that authors employ. Authors employ the 
already trained size of ImageNet [35] in conjunction alongside 
the VGG-16 framework to perform the fine-tuning procedure. 
Since there aren't enough speeches available for learning, 
avoiding the overfitting issue is possible. Fig. 1 displays the 
suggested model's comprehensive component layout. 

A. Pre-processing 

An abundance of accurately tagged information is of 
utmost importance because SER is an identification challenge. 
It is crucial to select a collection of data that members of the 
identical group already tag. In contrast, the collection's 
producers, since multiple individuals, may interpret the 
identical words as expressing different feelings. To replicate 
the desired consistency, authors experimented with simulated 
records wherein specific performers or individuals deliver 
aloud a series of lines. In this study, researchers employ the 
SAVEE [36] dataset, which comprises precisely classified and 
noise-free audio specimens. There are 480 English speeches in 
the SAVEE database. The seven distinct emotions—neutral, 
angry, sad, happy, fear, disgust, and surprise—are represented 
by 15 phrases. Except for neutral, which contains 120 
speeches, every emotion has 60 instances. Among the data 
collection, 60 illustrations for every feeling had been captured. 
Additionally, 420 speeches were recorded for the experiment's 

assessment. 30% of the data collection had been employed for 
testing, while 70% had been leveraged for training. 

1) Augmentation: For each CNN framework, the dataset 

dimensions are a key determining element. A lack of input 

hampers the ability of CNN algorithms to effectively project 

inputs to concrete labels. A significant issue that insufficient 

data might cause is high variation in the assessment data 

forecasts. Authors employ augmentation to generate numerous 

training examples using the sparse audio recordings in the 

SAVEE dataset to get around this issue. The method 

implemented in this time-shifting as in Eq. (1). 

                                               (1) 

where,   is the quantity of instances shifted, and       is 
the audio stream. Originally recorded sound is captured at 
44100 Hz in the current composition, and shifting is 
accomplished by s instances moving to the opposite direction. 

2) Feature extraction: Selecting powerful characteristics 

within the voice input is crucial to achieving outstanding 

functionality for the proposed framework. The Mel 

spectrogram is a perfect feature because authors leverage 

CNN techniques for learning the data we provide. Fourier 

Transforms on recordings are used to create spectrograms, 

done independently to each of the smaller time portions of the 

audio input. Consequently, authors are presented with a 

frequency vs. time chart where the hue of the spectrogram 

represents the harmonic's intensity. Individuals, on the other 

hand, interpret frequencies exponentially instead of linear. 

This issue is resolved by the Mel magnitude, which converts a 

tone's perceptual pitch to its actual pitch. 

 
Fig. 1. The proposed architecture. 
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B. Attention-based Framework 

Authors adopt the attention idea put forward by Woo et al. 
[37] for the proposed framework. The source tensor, which 
corresponds to the fourth pooling section of the VGG-16 
framework utilized by the proposed technique, is subjected to 
maximum and average pooling operations. Then, employing 
the Sigmoid operation, these two resulting tensors are fused to 
conduct a convolution with a filtration value ( ) of 
seven*seven. Fig. 1 displays the attention unit's layout. Eq. (2) 
defines the conjugated consequent tensor (  ( )). 

  ( )    ( [  
   

   
   ])                     (2) 

where, the two-dimensional tensors obtained by average 
pooling and maximum pooling operations on the source tensor 

  are denoted by   
   

 and   
   , respectively. 

The fourth pooling section of the VGG-16 approach is 
employed in our approach. The scale-invariant component 
captures the intriguing hints of the picture. The midlevel area, 
or fourth pooling, better suitable for spectrogram, is where the 
intriguing hints are recovered. However, since spectrogram 
pictures are neither broader nor particular, the characteristics 
from other levels are inappropriate for spectrogram. As a result, 
the authors start by giving the attention component from the 
output of the fourth pooling layer. The production of the 
corresponding module is combined with the actual fourth 
pooling layer. Authors employ completely linked layers for 
expressing the concatenated characteristics obtained from the 
attention and convolution phase as a one-dimensional 
characteristic. In the proposed approach, the dense layer is set 
at 256, and the dropout is fixed at 0.5. The softmax layer 
groups the characteristics taken from the previous layers. The 
amount of groups in the softmax layer determines the 
measurement of the amount. The softmax layer produces the 
multinomial variation in likelihood ratings depending on the 
accomplished grouping. Eq. (3) defines the outcome of this 
distribution. 

 (   | )    
  

∑    
 

⁄                       (3) 

where, y and z indicate the likelihoods that the softmax 
layer has been calculated and, correspondingly, one of the data 
categories employed by the suggested technique. 

IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 

A. State-of-the-art CNN Models 

Five distinct CNN frameworks, including VGG16, 
InceptionV3, ResNet50, InceptionResNetV2, and Xception, 
have been employed in the present investigation. Among those 
most renowned and well-liked CNN designs is VGGnet. The 
distinctive VGGnet architecture consists of 138–144 million 
variables, approximately nineteen convolutional layers, 
Three*three convolutional filtering, five max–pooling stages, 
three completely linked layers, and a classification level as the 
final level [38]. By increasing its depth and breadth, 
Inceptionv3 is used to improve the processing capacity [39]. 
There are forty-eight layers in the design. The recommended 
framework is iterated with max-pooling to decrease the number 
of variables. ResNet is a standard feed-forward system with a 

residual link, in addition. The (   ) th results of the 
preceding level, also known as (    ) , would be used to 
generate the residual layer outcome. The result of various 
procedures, including the convolution with various filtering 
widths and batch normalization accompanied by an activation 
operation on (    ), is referenced as  (    ). Eq. (4) [38] 
can be employed to determine the residual section's ultimate 
result,   . 

     (    )       

Each of the various fundamental residual blocks makes up 
the residual system. However, the tasks performed in the 
residual block fluctuate due to the various topologies of 
residual systems. A residual system with fifty levels is referred 
to as ResNet50. The InceptionResNetV2 is an amalgamation of 
164-layer inception architectures featuring a residual link. To 
avoid any associated deterioration issues, the system uses 
multiple-sized CNNs that undergo training on various pictures 
[38]. "Extreme inception" is the abbreviation for the CNN 
structure known as Xception. The Xception design is a linear 
pile of residually connected separable by depth levels. Its 36 
convolutional levels serve as the system's extraction of 
characteristics foundation [40]. 

B. K-Fold Cross-Validation 

A popular method for determining the genuine forecasting 
errors of networks and fine-tuning the system's characteristics 
[41] to avoid generalization mistakes is cross-validation. Given 
the inconsistency in data collection, numerous models 
commonly encounter the overfitting problem. This outstanding 
approach is widely employed to address this issue [42]. The 
training information needs to be divided into K sections, each 
including an n/k specimen, wherein n is the initial sample 
amount, to begin the K-fold cross-validation operation. As a 
result, k-1 portions are employed in learning, whereas the 
residual portions are exploited in validation [43, 44]. The grid-
search technique in our suggested method incorporates this 
significant strategy. The present research additionally 
employed the holdout approach, particularly a 3-split holdout, 
which is a way of partitioning the samples into several parts 
and engaging one part to learn the mathematical framework 
alongside additional parts for validating and testing the 
predictions. Additionally, the 10-fold cross-validation is used 
for several CNN networks; the study will go into more depth 
about the outcomes later [45-48]. 

C. Results 

The performance of the proposed model and various CNN 
models is presented in Table I. 

TABLE I.  PERFORMANCE OF VARIOUS CNN MODELS 

 Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score 

VGG16 83.19 90.68 90.97 90.82 

InceptionV3 81.34 90.63 88.8 89.71 

ResNet50 80.74 88.58 90.13 89.34 

InceptionResNetV2 82.22 90.31 90.17 90.24 

Xception 80.99 89.22 89.78 89.5 

Proposed Model 87.14 92.85 93.42 93.13 
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Fig. 2. Accuracy graph of various CNN models. 

The proposed model achieved the highest performance with 
87.14% accuracy, 92.85% precision, 93.42% recall and 93.13% 
f1-score. The second-best performance is demonstrated by 
VGG16 (83.19% accuracy, 90.68% precision, 90.97% recall 
and 90.24% f1-score) followed by InceptionResNetV2 
(82.22% accuracy, 90.31% precision, 90.17% recall and 
93.13% f1-score) and then InceptionV3 (81.34% accuracy, 
90.63% precision, 88.8% recall and 89.71% f1-score). 

ResNet50 observes the last performance among the 
underlying models with 80.74% accuracy, 88.58% precision, 
90.13% recall and 89.34% f1-score. The accuracy graph, loss 

graph and confusion matrix for the various models are depicted 
in Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. 

The accuracy grows significantly in the initial few epochs, 
as seen in the Fig. 2, showing that the system is acquiring 
knowledge quickly. Following that, the trajectory becomes 
flatter, implying that there aren't sufficient epochs necessary 
for refining the simulation anymore. Overfitting occurs when 
the initial data precision improves, but the test accuracy 
deteriorates. It means that the framework has begun to 
remember the data. Inception V3 and ResNet 50 have been 
observed to have the minimum overfitting issue [49, 50]. 
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Fig. 3. Loss graph of various CNN models. 
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Fig. 4. Confusion matrix of different CNN models. 
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The loss on the learning set falls significantly during the 
initial few epochs, as seen in the Fig. 3. The loss in the test 
dataset is not declining at a comparable pace as in the 
preliminary set, but maintains nearly constant throughout 
numerous epochs. This indicates that the proposed framework 
generalizes effectively to new inputs. 

The confusion matrix shows if the framework is "confused" 
in distinguishing among the various classes. It resembles a 
two-dimensional matrix, illustrated in the Fig. 4. The proposed 
model is observed to provide best results in comparison to the 
other prevailing models in the existing literature. 

In future, authors aim to extend this research to incorporate 
the ensemble of various models to be fed to the attention 
module and compare it with existing research. 

V. CONCLUSION 

A key challenge to improving the model's accuracy 
compared to industry standards is creating a rigorous approach 
to gather relevant speech characteristics. Acquiring and 
evaluating voice elements for emotion recognition in spoken 
language may be challenging. The key challenges in designing 
a SER framework are extracting valuable characteristics and 
properly classifying those traits. However, developing 
contemporary ML techniques reduces the difficulty associated 
with these complicated activities. As a result, authors 
developed a novel SER model using attention-based CNN 
units, which acquire significant characteristics simultaneously 
with those required to group feelings. The SAVEE dataset, an 
open-access resource for emotional speech, is used to compare 
the performance of the proposed system against well-known 
CNN models such as VGG16, InceptionV3, ResNet50, 
InceptionResNetV2, and Xception. For all our experiments, the 
authors employed stacked 10-fold cross-validation on SAVEE. 
The recommended model exhibited the highest accuracy 
(87.14%) among these CNN architectures, followed by 
VGG16 (83.19%) and InceptionResNetV2 (82.22%). The test 
findings and assessment reveal that our suggested strategy has 
consistent and excellent outcomes compared to modern 
methods. 
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